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ESTA’s ECOL Working Group has agreed
a date to begin trialling the project –
February 1, 2018. Assuming that goes to
plan, ESTA will be in a position to request
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the European Qualifications Framework
to have the ECOL operator certificate
registered and recognised at EQF Level 2
across Europe.

ECOL FOUNDATION ESTABLISHED
ESTA has formally established the ECOL
Foundation, the body that will have the job
of supervising and monitoring the system of
education, examination and maintenance.
The Foundation will set the criteria for
becoming an ECOL-educator and for
becoming an ECOL-examination institution
in this ﬁeld. Only when ‘ECOL-approved' can
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TRIAL DATE ANNOUNCED
FOR FEBRUARY 2018
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All the latest information on plans for a European Crane Operators Licence

an organisation train and test operators for
the ECOL license and have use of the ECOL
logo.
The foundation will also issue certiﬁcates
and recognize diplomas, manage the ECOL
register and organize continuing education.
For more detail, go to www.estaeurope.eu
or www.ecol-esta.eu

With ﬁnancial support from
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■ ECOL: THE STORY SO FAR

ESSENTIAL TO CORRECT
MISUNDERSTANDINGS
ESTA Director Ton Klijn has stressed the
importance of correcting misconceptions
about ECOL held by some in the crane
industry.
He said: “It is a misunderstanding that we
are proposing to retrain all of Europe’s crane
operators – that is simply not the case. ECOL
does not mean experienced and qualiﬁed

operators, with the necessary documentation,
will need to retrain to obtain an ECOL
certiﬁcate.
“Any operator that has the necessary initial
education and experience and can prove it,
will not have to start from scratch, but will
ﬁnd it straightforward to obtain an ECOL
certiﬁcate.”

TRAINERS, CANDIDATES WANTED

■ WHY ARE WE DOING IT;
BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES
■ MAPPING STANDARDS
■ LEARNING OUTCOMES AND
TRAINING PLANS
■ ECOL’S STRUCTURE
■ THE ECOL FOUNDATION
■ FUNDING AND ERASMUS+
■ WORKING GROUP MEMBERS
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ESTA is looking for candidates plus training
and examination organisations to take part
in the ECOL trial pilot project in February.
Candidates can be novices that have to
be trained from scratch, or operators with
demonstrable experience.
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 To ﬁnd out how to take part, please
contact the ESTA Main Ofﬁce on
Tel: +31 [0] 71 572 4705
e-mail: ofﬁcemanager@estaeurope.eu
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WHAT WE ARE
DOING AND WHY
THE STORY SO FAR
In 2013, ESTA decided to investigate
whether a European craft proﬁciency
certiﬁcate for crane operators could be
established.
Currently each member state has its own
rules covering professional competence and
certiﬁcation of crane operators.
These rules differ from country to country
and range from compulsory to optional – and
even to no rules at all.
These differences can lead to confusion
which has a negative impact on safety and
also prevents operators being able to move
around Europe for work.
As a result, ESTA committed itself to
developing a qualiﬁcation system to support

the delivery of safe and qualiﬁed crane
operators across Europe in the near future.
It is ESTA’s intention to enable
every crane operator in Europe to
demonstrate that he or she meets
the minimum requirements of the
industry.
Similar initiatives have been established
in the United States, through the National
Commission for the Certiﬁcation of Crane
Operators (NCCCO), and Australia by the
Crane Industry Council of Australia (CICA).
The work of both NCCCO and CICA serve as
examples for what can be achieved in Europe.

THE SIZE OF THE PRIZE
THE BENEFITS ARE CLEAR
ECOL is a major and ambitious undertaking. However,
ESTA can build on the work already carried out in the
USA and Australia and ﬁrmly believes that ECOL will
both improve safety and lead to a stronger and more
efﬁcient industry.
The key beneﬁts are as
follows:
1. Safety
Formulating the minimum
skill requirements of a crane
operator, and making it
demonstrably clear who
meets these requirements,
will improve safety.
2. Mobility of qualiﬁed
personnel within Europe
ECOL will enable companies
to take their own personnel
abroad and will help in
the process of obtaining
personnel from other
countries. In addition, ECOL
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will makes it easier to verify
whether a foreign contractor
meets the speciﬁc national
requirements in force.
3. Quality assurance
of personnel (licensed
personnel only)
Currently in Europe
there are widely differing
requirements for crane
operating. When a company
carries out a project
abroad and has to make
use of local personnel, it is
important both for safety
and liability that the value
of the diploma an employee
holds is clear.

4. Higher safety standards
in operations through
Europe
By determining the minimum
safety requirements for
crane operating, the
joint safety level within
European countries will
increase. Countries with
high safety levels will not
make concessions in the
area of safety; ECOL will
act as the highest common
denominator, raising the
minimum safety standards
across the board.
5. Reduced training and
education costs
Currently, some personnel
need to be trained when
a project is carried out in
another country rather than
their own. ECOL will reduce
the need for this.

MAPPING
M
APPING
STANDARDS
To establish an ECOL training
system in Europe means that
the minimum requirements
for safely operating a crane
have to be mapped - not only
for technical knowledge, but
also the operator’s personal
skills, attitudes, behaviours
and experience on various
machines.
Worldwide, most cranes
are the same and 80% of the
workplace conditions are
identical.
The challenge is ﬁnding the
right balance between the
minimum required standards
and the speciﬁc national
requirements that can vary
between countries.
It is important for a crane
operator to know what the
differences are and where he
or she can go to learn how to
cope with these variations.
A European craft proﬁciency
certiﬁcate will contribute to
the harmonization of laws
and regulations by explaining
what is covered by the craft
proﬁciency certiﬁcate and
what is nationally regulated.

6. Increased effectiveness
of industry
Transparency and
interchangeability of diplomas
and certiﬁcates will simplify
the process of hiring and
deploying personnel. With a
European register of ECOLlicensed crane operators it is
easily and quickly veriﬁed who
meets the requirements and
can be safely deployed.
7. Making the European
crane industry more
competitive
ECOL will enable mediumsized companies in Europe to
operate more efﬁciently and
better able to compete with
the few global players, helping
strengthen the European
economy.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
AND TRAINING PLANS
An ESTA working group with wide
representation (for details, see separate
box) has been visiting and analysing the
competence schemes and training materials
of a number of different member countries –
including Germany, Poland, Norway and the
Netherlands.
The meetings with national experts focus
on the scheme’s learning outcomes – that is
to say, what the operator needs to know – and
the training plan, a framework which sets out
how those outcomes will be delivered.
There will also be a “generic training design”
needed to allow training institutes to develop
training programmes that matches the
requirements of the ECOL licence.

The European licence will
supplement, rather than supersede,
existing national qualiﬁcations
and is likely to be set at a higher
qualiﬁcation level than currently
exists in many member states so countering the fear amongst
some in the industry that ECOL
could become a "lowest common
denominator" qualiﬁcation.
In the full project plan, the route to
developing a European proﬁciency
certiﬁcate for crane operators is set out,
with the ambition to achieve this within the
next three years.

THE ECOL FOUNDATION
Establishing ECOL means
developing a system that
organises and administers
the process of issuing
certiﬁcates. As an industry
association, ESTA will have
a strategic supervisory
role, but will not take part
in carrying out training and
examination
An ECOL Foundation
has been established to
supervise and monitor
the system of education,
examination and

maintenance.
ESTA will set the criteria
for being a licensed crane
operator and what the key
performance indicators are
for staying a licensed crane
operator.
The ECOL Foundation will
set the criteria for becoming
an ECOL-educator and
for becoming an ECOLexamination institution in
this ﬁeld. Only when you are
‘ECOL-approved' can you
train and test operators for

the ECOL-license and have
use of the ECOL-logo.
Other tasks that will
be assigned to the ECOL
Foundation are issuing
certiﬁcates, recognizing
diplomas, managing the
register and organizing
continuing education, and
providing the knowledge
bank with new high level
content. This system will
require good relationships
between the industry and
the education sector.

STRUCTURE
HOW ECOL
WILL WORK
The ECOL system has
basically three actors - the
industry, ESTA and the
market.
1. The industry is all the
companies that employ
crane operators, their
clients and crane and
lifting materials suppliers.
Together they determine
the job requirements of a
crane operator.
2. ESTA is the
organisation responsible
for formulating the
standards for crane
operators and within the
new ECOL Foundation
(see left), the conditions
for education, validation
and examination are
established.
3. The market is those
organisations that
take care of education,
examination and
validation. Based on the
professional standard
for crane operators
and the conditions for
good education and
good examination, they
can qualify the crane
operators.
When crane operators
pass their exams, they
receive their ECOL licence
and will be included in the
ECOL register. However,
they will have to keep up
to date with changes in
the industry and collect
(learning) credit points to
maintain their registration.

INDUSTRY
PARTNERSHIPS

FUNDING &
ERASMUS+

ECOL will only be a real success if
organisations, governments, labour
unions, and industry associations
all recognize and acknowledge
it. Cooperation agreements and
partnerships with different kind of
stakeholders will have to be forged to
make it work, including groups such as
Governments and national bodies, the
crane-using industries and Labour unions.

ESTA has been awarded
funding for ECOL under
Erasmus+, the new European funding
programme for education, youth and sport
(2014-2020). Its basic premise is that is
that investing in education, training and
non-formal and lifelong learning is hugely
important, both for the individuals concerned and because it makes the
European economy stronger. ECOL comes under the Erasmus+ section that
covers strategic partnerships, alliances for sector-speciﬁc skills and capacity
building. One of the key aims is to help increase economic competitiveness.
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“QUOTE ”
“The growing
sophistication of the
equipment and rapid
technological change
needs to be reﬂected
in training schemes
across Europe, some
of which are based on
structures that were
set up many years
ago.”

“The issue of an
ageing workforce
means the existing
skills shortages
are going to get
worse, speciﬁcally in
Western Europe. “

“Under our proposed
scheme, an employer
will have the ability to
ensure that any crane
operator they take on,
wherever they come
from within the EU,
will have an accepted
level of competence
if they are ECOLqualiﬁed.

“It is clear that
using ECOL as a
way of training
everyone to the same
benchmark will raise
standards, improve
site safety and
boost employment
opportunities for
qualiﬁed operators.”

“ECOL can only help
the industry meet
demand and raise
standards of safety.”

TON KLIJN, ESTA DIRECTOR AND CHAIR OF THE ESTA ECOL WORKING GROUP

WORKING GROUP
MEMBERS
Philip Grootenboer
Mammoet Europe

Knut Nordås
Norwegian Crane Association

Lion Verhagen
Vereninging Vertikaal
Transport, Netherlands

Kim Hvolbøl
The Danish Crane
Association [Dansk Kran
Forening] Denmark

Peter Brown
CPA, United Kingdom
Giovanni Pauwels
VZW Montage, Belgium
Ton Klijn
ESTA Director
Pia Metsola
INFRA, Finland
Christoph Behmueller
Liebherr|FEM
Paul Zepf
VDMA, Germany
Dan McNally
Windhoist, Ireland
René van der Steen
Vakvereniging Het Zwarte
Corps, Netherlands

Jörg Senn
ASTAG, Switzerland
Markus Horbach
BSK, Germany
Daniela Dal Col
A.N.N.A., Italy

AFFILIATED MEMBERS
Alexandre-Jacques
Vernazza
UFL, France
Gunnar Mardon
National Occupational
Council of Canada
Fraser Cocks
BC Crane Safety and
Canadian Hoisting and
Rigging Safety Council

* Note: Some of the information in this brochure is based on the draft
paper on ECOL produced by Barbara Marcelis of CINOP.
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ESTA
The European association of abnormal
road transport and mobile cranes - was
founded in 1976 and since then has
grown steadily.
Today, we have active members in eighteen countries
and have established very close ties to the equipment
manufacturers who supply the heavy transport and mobile
crane industry, giving ESTA members the opportunity to
voice ideas on future developments and technical issues.

ESTA WORKS TO
■ Continually improve equipment to create a safer working
environment, alongside the manufacturers
■ Harmonise equipment travel rules, general conditions of
work and reduce permit delays throughout Europe
■ Improve the image of the industry
■ Enhance the quality of service provided to clients
■ Promote safer ways of working
■ Create the opportunity for ESTA's members to exchange
information, allowing them to work together all over
Europe.
In addition, when there is a new issue of particular
importance, ESTA creates a working group to investigate
and produce recommendations
For more information about ECOL or ESTA, please contact
Caroline van Geest, ESTA Ofﬁce Manager, on
+31 [0] 71 572 4705 or ofﬁcemanager@estaeurope.eu

www.estaeurope.eu
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